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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
At NoahIQ, we believe in the power of people working together. Whether it’s
to overcome a challenge, resolve a customer concern, or discover new ways
of thinking, the collective strength of people working together drives superior
outcomes and lifts customer experiences from good to great. With our innovative
system, you’ll harness the power of predictive intelligence combined with cuttingedge technology to communicate online like never before.

NoahIQ Overview & Benefits
NoahIQ challenges traditional communication practices and gives you the opportunity to work
together with others online in new and innovative ways. You’ll communicate real-time with website
visitors and customers using live video, audio or text in a format that is most compatible with the
visitor’s device type. This unique delivery strategy provides more opportunities to connect with
customers no matter where they are or what device they prefer. Used effectively, NoahIQ will drive
higher contact rates, enhance customer loyalty, and lift website conversions.

How it Works
NoahIQ is Software as a Service (SaaS) and hosted in the cloud, so it’s delivered directly to your
computer via the internet. To get started, you’ll only need a web browser, internet connection,
webcam and microphone (see Minimum Requirements document for further details). It monitors
visitor behavior on your website and provides visitor browsing history real-time. It offers proactive
website invitations driven by predictive modeling and analytics that prompt visitor interaction at
critical points in their website journey. This gives you the opportunity to connect with visitors when
they need assistance the most.
NoahIQ integrates seamlessly into website forms (such as Request Information and Contact Us
forms), allowing you to connect with visitors at the height of their interest and at the very second they
submit a request. Imagine not having to chase down lead inquiries via phone or email, but instead
connecting with them seamlessly on the device they are using at that moment. NoahIQ provides this
unique opportunity.
NoahIQ also contains numerous cutting-edge, user-friendly features that you’ll become familiar
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with as you peruse this manual. For instance, utilize the custom-built Content Library, allowing you
to share documents, links, videos, or other materials critical to helping visitors. Or, invite another
representative into a virtual session with a visitor using NoahIQ’s one-of-a-kind video conferencing
feature.

NoahIQ Consoles
NoahIQ consists of four consoles (or user interfaces):
▶

Administrative

▶

Supervisor Reporting

▶

Representative

▶

Visitor

This manual provides information regarding the Representative, Visitor, and Supervisor Reporting
Consoles only. For information regarding the Administrative console, including configuration,
implementation and setup of NoahIQ, please refer to the NoahIQ Administrative Guide.

Who Should Use this Manual
This manual is intended for representatives, supervisors and trainers who will use the NoahIQ
Supervisor Reporting or Representative consoles. By familiarizing yourself with this manual, you’ll
learn how to maximize your effectiveness using NoahIQ and fully leverage its features.
In addition to this manual, please refer to the Supervisor Reporting and Representative Quick Reference
Guides for helpful tips and key functionality.

Getting Help
If you need help or have additional questions, we encourage you to speak to your on-site designated
Administrator. To receive support for non-urgent technical issues, please contact us at:
support@noahiq.com or call: (888) 867-6566. For all other support inquiries, please refer to the
NoahIQ Technical Support Policy manual.
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CHAPTER 2

Definitions
This chapter familiarizes you with NoahIQ-specific terminology and provides a basis
of understanding for general terms within the NoahIQ context.

Analytics: Commonly refers to tracking code placed on a website to capture visitor data including how the
visitor arrived on your site, visitor actions taken within your site, etc.
Administrator: The client’s designated technical person who handles account maintenance, general
configuration, and support inquiries.
Authorized User: Any individual who is provided a unique NoahIQ username and password. These
credentials cannot be shared with anyone other than the designated user.
Campaign: A source of virtual sessions that also determines virtual session routing. For instance, a landing
page Request Information form can be configured as a campaign and routed to a specific representative.
Content Button/Content Library: Any collection of web-based documents, URLs, videos, or other links that
are loaded into NoahIQ. These can be instantly pushed to a visitor through the representative console by
selecting the Content button. A representative can also co-share content, which allows both the visitor and
the representative to view the content simultaneously.
Console: Also known as a user interface. NoahIQ contains the following four consoles: Visitor,
Representative, Supervisor Reporting and Administrator.
Dashboard: A real-time daily monitoring report that provides representative activity and session summary
details. Dashboards are viewable based on the group you are assigned to. Note that dashboards are daily
only. To run session and representative details over a period of time, access to the reporting module is
required (see Reporting section herein for further details).
Device Type: The type of equipment a visitor uses to connect to the internet. Mobile devices include those
with mobile operating systems, including smart phones and tablet devices.
Dialogue Box: A section within the representative console area where a representative and a visitor can
communicate via text dialogue. This mode is primarily used when interacting with visitors who are using
mobile devices or with visitors who prefer to not active their computer audio.
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End Session Button: Select this button to end the session, which prompts the selection of a Valid or Not
Valid disposition status code. Select the appropriate code to determine the final disposition status of
the session and click the Submit button. Once submitted, NoahIQ will deliver the session data according
to your specific data integration requirements and immediately refresh your screen for the next session.
NoahIQ will then include this session information in the Dashboard details.
Invitation: A window that prompts a visitor to take a certain action. Invitations are loaded onto a website
or landing page and launch from a condition-based rule.
Keyword: Any word or set of words or phrase that a visitor types into a search engine.
NoahIQ Analytics Script/Tag: JavaScript loaded on your website that tracks, analyses and develops
models surrounding visitor behavior. This code maps “golden journeys” of website visitors and collects
data on which journey is most likely to result in a goal or action. NoahIQ uses this data to predictively
determine which points along the visitor’s journey should prompt a proactive invitation or action.
Preset Greeting: This is the introductory greeting that appears in the Dialogue box within the
representative console the moment you connect with a visitor. Preset greetings are customized to
accommodate a visitor’s device type.
Preset Dialogue: A collection of programmed text phrases and questions that are commonly used. A
representative can select and send a preset dialogue phrase or question to a visitor in situations when the
visitor chooses not to activate their computer speakers, or if a visitor is using a mobile device.
Rule: This is a logical, predictive condition that prompts a website invitation to a visitor. Rules are
developed based upon analysis of website and NoahIQ analytics. For instance, a rule might specify that
a visitor receives an invitation after they have been on a certain page for a certain period of time. For a
listing of rules, please refer to the Web Invitation Rule Conditions document.
Skill: A specific privilege given to a group or authorized user.
Virtual Agent: A NoahIQ employee who receives, qualifies, and transfers virtual sessions to client
representatives.
Virtual Session: Any combination of two-way video, voice, or text communication between a
representative and a website visitor. There are two types of virtual sessions: inbound and outbound.
Inbound sessions are received directly into NoahIQ from a campaign source, whereas outbound sessions
are launched from a button or link sent by a representative to a visitor or customer.
Visitor Information: The area within the representative console that captures any visitor data. For
instance, if the visitor completed a Request Information form, you will note that the form fields within the
Visitor Information area populate. If the visitor selects a website invitation, data fields such as Invitation
Name will populate.
Website History: Displays information related to the visitor’s online browsing behavior such as keyword,
referring website, and pages visited.
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CHAPTER 3

Getting Started with the Representative Console
The Representative Console is used by representatives or NoahIQ virtual agents
to interact with visitors and customers. You can access the representative console
by using a web browser that is supported by NoahIQ (see Minimum Requirements
document for further details). Since NoahIQ is delivered Software as a Service
(SaaS), you’ll enjoy convenient access from almost any computer without having
to download any files or install any software. Each time you log into NoahIQ, you
will be presented with the most up-to-date version.

Logging Into NoahIQ
Navigate to the login URL provided by your Trainer or Administrator. The login screen will appear as
follows:

Login To:

Username:
Password:
Organization No:
Forgot Password?

Login

Figure 1

Once you arrive at this URL, save this to your Favorites or Bookmarks folder within your web browser
for future reference.
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Enter your Username, Password and Organization No provided by your Trainer or Administrator. Once
you login, you’ll see the Representative Console (Figure 2).

Name: Gerome ID: 000

Status: Available

Logout

You are AVAILABLE for a session.

Figure 2

Available/Unavailable Status
Once you login, note that your Status is set to Available by default. This means you may receive
virtual sessions at any time as determined the NoahIQ distribution program. Simply select the Status:
Available button to change your status to Unavailable. When Unavailable, the Status button color
turns red and you will no longer receive virtual sessions. Also, when you receive a virtual session in
NoahIQ, your status will automatically change to Unavailable. When you end a session in NoahIQ,
your status will automatically change back to Available.

☑ Note: Ensure that whenever you take a break, lunch, or logout for the day, click the Logout button to exit NoahIQ,
rather than clicking the X button in your browser.

Hardware Requirements
Once you are comfortable accessing and logging into NoahIQ, please review the Minimum
Requirements document in detail. This document outlines the ideal hardware, software and browser
configuration for use with NoahIQ. Minimum hardware requirements include:
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▶

Desktop or laptop computer (tablet or smart phone device not recommended)

▶

DSL internet connection or higher (hardwire internet preferred)

▶

USB Webcam (built-in webcam preferred)

▶

USB VOIP headset, including noise-cancelling microphone

Once you login, please check your hardware for the following:
1. Your VOIP headset is designated as the default device for playback and recording. This is
typically accessed via your computer’s Control Panel
2. If your webcam has a microphone, ensure this microphone is disabled and your VOIP
microphone is enabled and set as default as noted above
3. Ensure your webcam is positioned so that background lighting and ambiance is appropriate
and you are centered within the video capture area
4. Ensure your webcam and headset are plugged in, active, and the microphone volume is
adequate

Hardware Configuration Test
To test whether your hardware is properly configured, you will be provided a button or link similar to
the following (Figure 3):

Join Your Session
Figure 3

This button is unique to your computer and NoahIQ account, and does not affect any other
authorized users. Once you login to NoahIQ, your status will be set to Available. Ensure you
immediately change your status to Unavailable until you are ready to select the Join Your Session
button. Once you select the button, you will be logged into a virtual session testing environment that
only you can access.

☑ Note: You may also send this button to customers in order to hold outbound virtual sessions. See Conducting
Outbound Virtual Sessions section below for more details.

When you login initially, you will receive an Adobe Flash Player Settings prompt (Figure 4) to allow
camera and microphone access.
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Figure 4

To properly configure your camera and microphone, ensure you complete the following steps:
1. Right click the computer icon located in the lower left corner of the on the Adobe Flash Player
Settings window.
2. Left click the Settings option from the menu.
3. Left click the Allow and Remember buttons as indicated in Figure 5.
4. Left click the webcam icon and ensure your webcam is selected.
5. Click the Close button to save these settings.

Figure 5

Once you complete these steps, your camera and microphone are set to activate automatically
for future virtual sessions. Close the session by selecting the E button (End Session) and select the
disposition status code Test.
Once you end the test session, you will be automatically returned to the representative console in
Available status. You are now ready to receive virtual sessions.
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CHAPTER 4

Managing Virtual Sessions
This chapter provides an overview of how to properly manage and complete
virtual sessions using the Representative Console.

Virtual Session Sources
Depending on your integration, virtual sessions can originate from a number of sources and
campaigns, such as:
1. Webpage forms (such as a Request Information or Contact Us form)
2. Invitation window that launches based upon a condition-based rule (see Web Invitation Rule
Conditions document for further details or the NoahIQ Administrator Guide)
3. A button or other clickable element
4. An embedded link
5. Third-party sources
Depending on the virtual session source and your specific configuration, different data will display in
the Visitor Information section of the NoahIQ representative console. For more information regarding
editing this data, please see the Inputting and Editing Visitor Information section of this manual.

Receiving Inbound Virtual Sessions
Once you are logged in and your status is set to Available, inbound virtual sessions will be routed to
you based upon a distribution rotation within NoahIQ. This rotation is primarily based upon which
representative has been in Available status for the longest period of time. If you are logged in but
need to perform another task, you simply select the Status: Available button to toggle your status
to Unavailable. Also, when you receive a virtual session, your Status will immediately switch to
Unavailable. No virtual sessions can be received in Unavailable status.
The moment you receive a virtual session, NoahIQ provides two methods of notification: visual and
auditory. You will hear an audible ring (similar to a telephone) through your headset. Additionally,
your browser will automatically maximize (for supported browsers only) and you’ll note fields within
the Visitor Information area populate, along with a greeting in the Dialogue box. You will also see
a New Virtual Session pop-up alert in the bottom right-hand corner of the Representative console
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(Figure 6). The visitor’s name (or Visitor ID if no name was provided) will display in the Visitor Sessions
box (Figure 7) and your name will show connected with the visitor, along with any other representative
you invite into the session.

New Virtual Session
Visitor Name: (Visitor8067)
Figure 6

VIRTUAL SESSIONS
NAME

REPRESENTATIVE

Jaime

ACTIONS

Gerome
Sally

MI

Session Key:
I = Invite

MI = Mobile Invite

Green = Inbound

L = Leave

E = End

Purple = Outbound

Figure 7

Mobile versus Non-Mobile Virtual Sessions
When you receive an inbound virtual session, NoahIQ will immediately recognize the visitor’s device
type and deliver an experience in a format that is most compatible. For non-mobile devices, such as
desktop and laptop computers, your camera and microphone will default to On. For mobile devices,
including smart phones and tablets, your camera and microphone default to Off; however, text
dialogue is activated. In every scenario, the visitor will see a window that is tailor-fit to their device and
a preset text greeting in the Dialogue box.

Visitor Console
Once you go live with a visitor, the visitor receives an experience that is most compatible with
the device being used as noted above. In most cases, when the visitor is using a desktop or
laptop computer, they will see a live video feed of the representative and hear the representative
introduction via their default audio device (typically the computer’s speakers, if enabled). The
visitor will also see a preset text greeting within the visitor console (Figure 8). This is the same preset
text greeting that appears in the representative console in the Dialogue box (Figure 9). Preset text
greetings can be customized based upon your needs and based upon the customer’s device type.
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YOUR LOGO HERE
Maria: Hello and welcome to [Your School Name Here].
I’m here to help you and answer any questions you may
have.
If you can hear me, please type “Yes” in the box below.
Jaime: Yes.

Your Mic is OFF

Your Camera is OFF

Type your message here.

Send

Figure 8

DIALOGUE
Maria: Hello and welcome to [Your School Name Here].
I’m here to help you and answer any questions you may
have.
If you can hear me, please type “Yes” in the box below.
Jaime: Yes.

Figure 9

The NoahIQ Visitor console is user-friendly and branded to your institution. Visitors can communicate
via text message by typing in the text area and selecting the Send button, or by selecting Enter on their
keyboard. The visitor may also select the Your Mic or Your Camera buttons to activate their default
audio and webcam devices.

☑ Note: if the visitor activates his or her microphone and/or webcam, they will be prompted by their Adobe Flash
Player Settings to Allow access and notified that the session may be recorded (Figure 10).

Figure 10
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☑ Note: NoahIQ records all session data by default. If you would like to turn recording off, please contact your
Administrator.

Communicating with Visitors
Representatives have a variety of communication options during a virtual session. These options
include:
1. Video, voice and text
2. Video and text
3. Voice only
4. Text only
To communicate with the visitor who is using a computer, simply talk through your USB headset and
determine whether the visitor can hear you. If the visitor replies “yes”, the visitor can listen to you and
respond by texting back, or they may activate their microphone by clicking their Your Mic button. To
communicate with a visitor who is using a mobile device, simply text the visitor using the Dialogue
area of the representative console.

Preset Dialogue
If the visitor prefers to use text dialogue only, NoahIQ offers a useful solution called Preset Dialogue.
Preset Dialogue phrases and questions are programmed into NoahIQ and can be sent by a
representative to save time and simplify text communication. Access these phrases by selecting the
Preset Dialogue button. A Preset Dialogue box will display, along with a list of Preset Dialogue Titles
and Descriptions (Figure 11). Preset Dialogue can be customized by your Administrator to meet your
needs.
Preset Dialogue
Title
Select Dialogue
Description

Send

Add

Figure 11
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Cancel

Content/Content Library
During a virtual session, you may wish to share a helpful brochure, link, video or other document with
the visitor. Examples include: sales literature, price sheet, catalog, testimonial video, or website URL.
To share content with a visitor, select the Content button and the Content Window will display (Figure
12). Content Titles can be selected from the drop-down menu. Once a content title is selected, the
associated URL Address and Description will display.
Content Library
Title
Select Content
Address

Description

Co-Share Content
Send

Cancel

Figure 12

At this point, you can select the Send button to push the content to the visitor, which will display
on the visitor’s screen in a new browser tab once they select the content link. You may also want to
view the content concurrently with the visitor. To do this, select the Co-Share Content button and
then select Send. The content will then display on both the visitor’s screen and your screen in a new
browser window. Once you are finished reviewing the content, instruct the visitor to minimize their
content window to return to the NoahIQ visitor console window. Or, you can toggle between these
windows, which are located in your computer’s system tray.

☑ Note: if the visitor is using a smart phone device, some content may not display properly.

Inputting and Editing Visitor Information
One useful feature of NoahIQ is the ability to input or edit visitor data real-time by selecting the Edit
button in the Visitor Information section of the NoahIQ representative console (Figure 13). Depending
on your specific configuration, you can also input custom scripts below the Visitor Information section
and populate these real-time. Responses to script questions are input by selecting the Edit button.
Once you have completed your edits, select the Save button and NoahIQ will store this data for
download to your CRM or for export to a file format of your choice.
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VISITOR INFORMATION

Edit

Invitation: Nursing Careers - Time-based

Keyword: Nursing Schools

First Name: Jaime

Last Name: Stevens

Program: Nursing

Phone Number: 800-400-7010

Email: jstevens@gmail.com

Campus: Miami

Address: 123 Test St.

City: Miami

Best Time to Call: 8:00 PM

State/Province: Florida

Zip/Postal Code: 94452

Highest Level of Education: Some College

Country: USA

Military Affiliation: N/A

Expected Start Date: January, 2013

Device: iPhone

Carrier: Verizon

Comments:

Figure 13

☑ Note: When a virtual session is received from a form, many of the data fields will be populated. However, for
virtual sessions originating from a website invitation, most of the data will not be populated. In the latter scenario,
you will need to ask the visitor for this information based upon the visitor’s needs and your institution’s script
requirements.

Transferring and Inviting Others into Virtual Sessions
Once you receive a virtual session, you may need to transfer the session to another representative, or
you may wish to invite others into a session. Transfers or invitations to join may occur for a number of
reasons, such as:
▶

Escalate the visitor to a Supervisor

▶

Qualify the visitor and transfer to another representative based upon routing criteria (location,
product line, etc.)

▶

Invite a financial specialist into the session or transfer the visitor to a financial specialist

▶

Invite a representative into the session with specialized knowledge of a subject

▶

Provide the visitor technical support

To transfer or invite others into a session, NoahIQ is equipped with three blue action buttons in the
Virtual Sessions window (Figure 14).
VIRTUAL SESSIONS
NAME

REPRESENTATIVE

Jaime

ACTIONS

Gerome
Sally

MI

Session Key:
I = Invite

MI = Mobile Invite

Green = Inbound

L = Leave

Purple = Outbound

Figure 14
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E = End

The Invite action button (I) is used to invite another available representative into your existing virtual
session and to warm transfer the session to the invitee (Figure 15).

Figure 15

☑ Note: The I button will activate when you are connected to a visitor who is using a non-mobile device and the
Mobile Invite button (MI) will deactivate.

Once you select the I button, a box will display that lists all available representatives and their
departments. Select the representative you would like to invite into your session and then select the
Send Invitation button (Figure 16).
Session Invitation
Admissions
Gerome - Available
Kyle - Not Available
Krystal - Available
Financial Services
Sally - Available
Bob - Not Available
Student Services
Greg - Available
Student Services
Bill - Not Available
Send Invitation

Figure 16

The invitee will then receive an invitation to join the session and must select the Accept or Busy button
(Figure 17).
Virtual Session Invitation
(Jane) has invited you to a virtual session
Accept

Busy

Figure 17

If the invitee cannot accept the invitation, the representative will receive back a notification (Figure 18).
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Virtual Session Invitation
(John) is unable to accept the invitation
OK

Figure 18

If the invitee accepts the invitation, the representative will receive an acceptance notification (Figure 19).
Virtual Session Invitation
(John) has accepted your invitation
OK

Figure 19

Once the invitee accepts the invitation, you will then be engaged in a three-way video virtual session
(Figure 20). The representative can then introduce the invitee.
Name: Gerome ID: 000

Status:
Status: Unavailable
Available

Logout

VIRTUAL SESSIONS

DIALOGUE

NAME

YOUR NAME: Hello and welcome to [YOUR COMPANY],
REP NAME: I am here to help you. If you can hear me
please type “yes” into the box below.

REPRESENTATIVE

Jaime

Video Area

ACTIONS

Gerome
Sally

MI

Your Camera is ON
Your Mic is ON

Preset Dialogue

Content

Send

Session Key:
I = Invite

MI = Mobile Invite

Green = Inbound

L = Leave

E = End

Purple = Outbound

Figure 20

Once the invitee enters the session, the representative can select the Leave action button (L) to exit
the session and transfer the session to the invitee (Figure 21). Once the session is transferred, all visitor
data and text dialogue are transferred as well. If needed, the session can be warm-transferred back to
the original representative.

Figure 21

The Mobile Invite action button (MI) is used to transfer text dialogue virtual sessions to another
representative for a visitor who is using a mobile device (Figure 22). In this scenario, there is no
audio, video or three-way conferencing. This ensures that the text session will successfully transfer,
regardless of the bandwidth of the visitor’s mobile device.
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Figure 22

☑ Note: In this scenario, the MI button will activate when you are connected to a visitor who is using a mobile device
and the Invite button (I) will deactivate.

Ending Virtual Sessions
The End Session action button (E) is selected to disposition and end the virtual session (Figure 23).

Figure 23

Once you select this button, you will disconnect from the visitor and the End Session window will
display (Figure 24). Select a Valid or Not Valid status to activate the Submit button. Once you submit
the session, it will be removed from your console and route based upon your specific integration
(for instance, it may post to your CRM). You will then be brought back to the representative console
default screen with your status set to Available .
END SESSION
Valid Inbound
Not Interested
Appt Scheduled
Interviewed
Contacted - No Appt 1
Disconnected
Not Valid
Bad Info
Current Student/Graduate
Out of Geo -Target
Under Age
Doesn’t Meet Edu Prerequisite
Test
Outbound
Submit

Figure 24

☑ Note: Ensure you don’t simply “X” out of your browser window to end your session. You must select the E button
and submit a status to properly route the session data.
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In some scenarios, a visitor will disconnect from a session. If this occurs, simply select the E button,
and then select the Disconnected option in the Valid drop-down menu.

Conducting Outbound Virtual Sessions
In addition to receiving inbound sessions, NoahIQ can be used to conduct outbound sessions as
scheduled by representatives. Outbound sessions can be used for situations such as:
▶

Conduct a follow-up sales appointment with a prospective customer

▶

Conduct a second interview with prospective customers

▶

Provide technical support or service support to a customer

▶

Schedule a follow-up appointment with a customer and another department

To conduct an outbound session, you will use the same button or link you use to test your hardware
configuration (Figure 25).

Join Your Session
Figure 25

Simply send this button or link to a customer and ensure you are logged in and your status is set to
Available. Since this button is unique to your NoahIQ account, the customer will only go live with you.
Once you complete the session, click the E button to end the session and select Outbound to submit
the session (Figure 26).
END SESSION
Valid Inbound
Not Valid
Outbound
Submit

Figure 26

Representative Daily Dashboard
NoahIQ provides a dashboard located below the Visitor Information section (and below any script,
if that is part of your institution’s configuration). This dashboard displays daily activity for each
representative and their associated group (team). Throughout the day, this dashboard will refresh so
you can view recent activity (Figure 27).
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DAILY DASHBOARD

Date

12/20/2012

Time Zone

Campaign

Eastern Standard Time

Status

Activity

Outbound Sessions

Inbound Sessions

Representative Group 1
Name

All

Time In
Activity

Invites Not
Accepted

Completed

Average
Time

Not Valid

Completed

Average
Time

Total

% Completed

Completed
Goal

Completed
Actual

% of Goal

Gerome

In

In Session

1:00:30

3

3

1:00:30

1

5

0:45:50

9

89%

5

8

160%

Representative Name 2

In

Available

0:30:25

2

2

0:30:25

1

2

0:12:34

5

80%

5

4

80%

Representative Name 3

In

Not Available

0:12:00

1

1

0:12:00

1

1

0:36:00

3

67%

5

2

40%

Representative Name 4

Out

Break

0:00:09

1

1

0:00:09

0

1

0:12:30

2

67%

5

2

40%

Representative Name 5

Out

End of Day

9:25:12

0

0

9:25:12

0

0

0:00:00

0

0%

5

0

0

TOTALS:

2:13:39

7

7

0:20:31

3

9

0:21:22

19

80%

25

16

80%

Figure 27

The dashboard contains the following information:
▶

Whether each representative is logged in (Status)

▶

Representative activity and time in activity

▶

Number of invites not accepted

▶

Number of inbound and outbound sessions that have been completed

▶

Average time to complete an inbound or outbound session

▶

Number of not valid sessions

▶

Total number of valid sessions completed

▶

Percentage completed of the total

▶

Daily representative completed session goal

▶

Percentage complete compared to goal

To review detailed information regarding a specific session, you can run a Session Details report,
which is explained in the Supervisor Reporting chapter herein.

Representative Best Practices
1. Always verify that your camera and microphone are active after logging into NoahIQ and check
the camera position and angle
2. Ensure your current status is Available
3. When beginning a virtual session, verify whether the visitor is using a computer or mobile device
4. Smile and look directly at your camera during the entire virtual session
5. After ending a virtual session, select the End Session Button and complete the Session Status
6. Most importantly, have fun!
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CHAPTER 5

Supervisor Reporting
This chapter provides a detailed overview of the reports available to Supervisors
within the Reporting Console of NoahIQ, along with Supervisor best practices.

Summary of Reports
1. Dashboard – the Supervisor dashboard is formatted similarly to the representative dashboard
(Figure 27). It displays daily activity for each representative assigned to your group (team). Note
that Supervisors may be assigned to more than one group, and the dashboard will display all
groups accordingly. Throughout the day, this dashboard will refresh so you can view recent
activity. Note that you may filter the dashboard by Campaign or Group.
2. Session Details – provides detailed session data such as duration, date, disposition status,
visitor data, etc. It can be run over a specified date range (Figure 28) for certain representatives
and groups. You can also access session video/audio recordings and text dialogue transcripts.
3. Session Summary – displays session data over a date range, broken out by campaign.
Includes summary session information such as total sessions requested by visitors, total
sessions completed, total sessions disconnected, etc.
4. Representative Utilization – details the amount of time each representative has spent in
productive activity.
5. Representative Summary – displays representative activity summary data over a specified
date range.
6. Web Invitation Stats – provides statistics for each website invitation such as invitations
accepted, invitations declined, invitations ignored, etc.
7. Survey Stats – provides statistics for any pre- or post-session surveys offered to visitors.
8. Session Transfer Stats – displays statistics for sessions transferred via the Invite or Mobile
Invite buttons.
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Name: Mark ID: 003

Reports
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Session Summary

Session Details

Dashboard

Web Invitation Stats

Representative Summary

Survey Stats

Logout

Session Transfer Stats
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Figure 27

Outbound

SESSION DETAILS
From 12/20/2012
Session ID

Session
Source

12:00 AM

To

12/20/2012

Date

Start
Time

End
Time

2/14/2012

12:00:30

1:30:30

12:00 AM

Duration
(min)

Time Zone

Campaign

Eastern Standard Time

Representative
Name

End Session
Status

Dialogue
Transcript

Gerome

Figure 28
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All

Group All
Recording

Visitor
First Name

Export to CSV

Visitor
Last Name

Program

Campus

Best Time
to Call

Highest Level
of Education

☑ Note: For all reports, you can export them to various file formats, such as csv, xml, etc.

Email Alerts for Supervisors
NoahIQ provides two emails alerts to assist supervisors in scheduling staff members. Below are
the names of the alerts, which appear in the Subject line of each alert email, along with a brief
description:
1. Session Not Answered – this email alert is triggered if a visitor fills out and submits a form that
is integrated with NoahIQ, but no representative is available to take the visitor live. By receiving
these alerts throughout the day, a supervisor can measure whether their staffing schedule is
adequate.
2. Invite Not Accepted – this email alert is triggered if a representative is in Available status within
NoahIQ and receives a Session Invitation, but declines the invitation by clicking the Busy
button.

Supervisor Best Practices
1. Monitor activity throughout the day by refreshing the Dashboard
2. Set a virtual session daily Completed Goal for each representative
3. Run the Session Details report to review transcript and recorded session data to identify areas
of improvement and provide coaching to representatives as needed
4. Review the Representative Utilization and Summary reports from the prior day to identify areas
to optimize representative productivity
5. Monitor NoahIQ email alerts daily to identify missed opportunities
6. Review Session Transfer Stats from the prior day to identify failed transfer attempts
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